An Integrated Finite-Element Approach to Mechanics, Transport and Biosynthesis in Tissue Engineering
Introduction
Tissue engineering aims at restoring tissue functionality by implanting neotissue obtained by in-vitro cultivation of scaffolds seeded with autologous cells. In addition engineered tissue provides a well controlled experimental model for understanding in vivo processes ͓1,2͔. For some time the prospects of tissue engineered articular cartilage have attracted much attention. This interest is based on its large potential in clinical applications regarding the limited repair capacity of cartilage in vivo, combined with its seemingly relatively simple structure, i.e., avascular and only one type of cell with low oxygen requirements ͓3,4͔.
A rapidly increasing amount of experimental data is becoming available and results have been obtained that approximate some of the functional properties of natural articular cartilage ͓5,6͔. Despite these encouraging results there is still a long way to go before the process of engineering tissue to specific functional requirements can be controlled ͓7,8͔. Neotissue functionality can include factors like the ability of an implanted tissue engineered construct to adapt itself to the in-vivo conditions and integrate with the host tissue ͓1͔. From a mechanical point of view tissue functionality is defined by parameters like permeability and stiffness, which can be related to tissue components such as glycosaminoglycan ͑GAG͒ and collagen II content. It has been shown that the bioreactor environment has a profound impact on the morphology, composition and mechanical properties of tissue engineered cartilage ͓9͔. Freed and coworkers ͓1͔ have extensively investigated the effect of bioreactor systems with different hydrodynamic and mixing conditions, such as static flasks, mixed flasks with turbulent flow and rotating bioreactors with laminar flow. Static conditions resulted in fragile constructs with only peripheral matrix deposition. In constructs grown in mixed flasks more GAG is produced but also a larger amount is released into the culture medium ͓10͔. Rotating vessels yielded a uniform cartilaginous matrix and superior mechanical properties. Mass transfer of biochemically functional solutes appears to be one of the main factors that determine the development of tissue engineered cartilage. This is also indicated by the fact that the averaged concentration of synthesized GAG, collagen and cells drops rapidly as the scaffold thickness increases ͓11,12͔. Oxygen uptake in the periphery may be one of the limiting factors since low oxygen levels associated with anaerobic cell metabolism have been found to suppress chondrogenesis ͓13͔. The oxygen dependency of GAG synthesis rate has been demonstrated for dissected articular cartilage ͓14͔. Also a significant drop in oxygen level has been observed for chondrocytes cultured in a hollow fiber bioreactor ͓15͔. However high cell seeding concentrations favor chondrogenesis ͓16͔, despite the associated higher nutrient consumption rate. This could be partly related to cell-produced growth factors which have a large impact on chondrocyte matrix metabolism ͓17͔. The use of supplemental growth factors and other regulatory factors has been shown to have a large impact on the growth of tissue engineered cartilage constructs, and potentially provides a valuable way of controlling the process of tissue formation: Insulin-like growth factor I ͑IGF-I͒, interleukin-4 and transforming growth factor-␤1 increased construct wet weight by 1.5-2.9 fold ͓18͔. Addition of IGF-I in combination with different mixing conditions has been shown to produce engineered tissue superior to that obtained by each factor separately ͓19͔. Also dynamic compression combined with supplemented IGF-I showed synergistic effects on protein and proteoglycan synthesis in explanted natural cartilage. IGF-I alone increased protein and proteoglycan synthesis by 90% and 120%, respectively. Dynamic compression by itself increased protein and proteoglycan synthesis 40% and 90%, respectively. Applied together protein and proteoglycan synthesis increased by 180% and 290%, respectively ͓20͔. These results may be partially attributed to enhanced transport due to compression induced convection. In natural cartilage this ''pumping mechanism'' will however only influence the transport of such large molecules and not that of low molecular weight solutes like glucose or oxygen. Due to the low permeability of natural cartilage the fluid velocities are so low that only transport of large molecules that have a very low diffusion rate is significantly affected by convection ͓21-24͔. Apart from such transport related effects, dynamic mechanical compression of natural cartilage gives rise to a complex interplay of various phenomena that are thought to stimulate chondrocyte biosynthesis, like fluid shear, streaming potentials, hydrostatic pressure, changes in the extracelluar physiochemical environment and matrix mediated cellular deformation ͓25-27͔.
Mathematical modeling can provide a better understanding of the complex interplay between the array of factors that control the functional tissue development. Relatively few numerical modeling studies have addressed the bioreactor culture of cell seeded polymer constructs for tissue engineering. Diffusive oxygen transport and uptake in chondrocyte pellets has been described by Nehring ͓28͔. Galban and Locke considered a system consisting of separate fluid and cell phases using a moving boundary approach to describe cell proliferation within a polymer scaffold ͓29͔. They also developed a volume averaging approach accounting for diffusive transport and the effect of spatial variations of cells, nutrients and product concentrations on cell growth ͓30,31͔. These models gave a qualitative representation of cell growth trends when compared to experimental data, but could not provide a general quantitative fit. In the study by Obradovic ͓32͔ the deposition of GAG's throughout a scaffold was modeled based on computed oxygen profiles resulting from diffusion and uptake. The number of adjustable parameters was kept to a minimum by inserting detailed experimental data for cell concentrations and construct dimensions. Calculated GAG distribution profiles were in good quantitative agreement with experimental results, however at a lower oxygen concentration only qualitative resemblance was found. Outside the area of tissue engineering many modeling approaches can be found for related areas, such as for transport in tissues like natural cartilage ͓33͔, skin ͓34͔, blood vessel walls ͓35͔ and tumors ͓36,37͔. Models for cell growth and biosynthesis for organisms such as bacteria and yeast are common in the control and optimization of industrial bioreactors ͓38,39͔. Solute transport combined with cellular kinetics has been modeled extensively in areas like bioremediation and fixed bed bioreactors ͓40-42͔. On the other side are biomechanical models like those used for describing tissue differentiation and bone adaptation, in which the local tissue type and mechanical properties are directly determined by the mechanical loading history and cells have only a conceptual role. ͓43,44͔.
Summarizing, tissue function is determined by matrix components such as GAG's and collagen II which are produced by cells in response to their local biochemical and mechanical environment which can be partially influenced via global bioreactor input parameters, like nutrient supply and mechanical stimulation. In order to reach the stage of clinical applicability a definite need arises for improved control over the functional properties and composition of tissue engineered constructs. Many tissue engineering experiments yield only qualitative histological data or quantitative data on a volume averaged basis. This provides valuable clues and indicates research directions, but is open to much speculation on possible mechanisms that govern tissue development. Mathematical models enable a further rationalization of experimental results and will be a key asset in controlling the development and thus the functionality of tissue engineered constructs. Since only a combination of a suitable biochemical and mechanical environment is likely to provide functional tissue engineered constructs, both aspects should be integrated in a numerical model. This requires a description of highly coupled phenomena such as solute transport, cell growth, matrix biosynthesis and mechanical adaptation. The objective of this study is to develop an integrated numerical framework for tissue engineering that is able to relate the evolution of local functional tissue components to both mechanical and biochemical global bioreactor input parameters. The modeling approach can eventually serve as an aid in tissue bioreactor design and the development of control strategies.
To illustrate the modeling approach we will focus on the interactions between mechanical loading and transport and synthesis of macromolecules. It is known that cyclic compression of cartilage explants can alter the synthesis rate of important tissue components such as proteoglycans ͓8,25-27͔. Based on these observations it has been proposed to use this mechanism to improve the functional properties of tissue engineered cartilage ͓7,8͔. However apart from stimulating GAG synthesis, cyclic compression can also increase the release of GAG's into the culture medium ͓45͔. In this study, we will investigate the effect of cyclic compression on the distribution and loss of newly synthesized matrix components during the early stage of culture of a tissue engineered cartilage construct. For sake of clarity we will not assume a direct stimulation of biosynthesis by mechanical quantities such as local stress or strain. In addition we do not assume changes in material properties like permeability and stiffness due to matrix accumulation during the time of cultivation. The model however allows explicitly to investigate the effect of assumptions on these processes.
Methods
In Fig. 1 , a schematic representation of the approach is given. The mechanical behavior of the fluid satured scaffold is represented by a biphasic mixture model consisting of a solid and a fluid phase. The effect of solute concentrations on the mechanical behavior is neglected. Mechanical output quantities like local deformation and fluid velocity can have a direct effect on cell behavior. The computed fluid velocity field is used to describe the advection and diffusion of an arbitrary number of solutes. On their turn solute concentrations will influence cell behavior. Nutrient uptake, cell growth and biosynthesis is taken into account using operator splitting. Finally the amount of newly synthesized extracellular matrix can determine the permeability and stiffness of the tissue construct, as has been found experimentally ͓16,24͔.
Conservation Laws
In absence of inertia and body forces, the balance of momentum for phase ␣ reads ͓46 -50͔:
where is the partial Cauchy stress tensor for phase ␣ and ជ ␣ denotes the momentum interaction with phases other than ␣. The stress tensor for the solid and fluid phase, indicated by the superscript s and f respectively, is defined as:
where e is the averaged effective stress tensor for the solid matrix, p is the hydrostatic pore pressure and I is the second order identity tensor. n ␣ is the volume fraction of component ␣ defined as the volume occupied by phase ␣ divided by the total mixture volume: n ␣ ϭV ␣ /V tot . The momentum balance for the whole mixture is obtained after the summation of Eq. ͑1͒ for the fluid and solid phase, in which the momentum interaction terms ជ ␣ cancel out: The mass balance for the solid and fluid phase, indicated by the superscript s and f respectively is:
where ␣ is the intrinsic mass density of phase ␣ and v ជ ␣ is the velocity of phase ␣. The mass balance for solute species ␤ is: (6) in which M ␤ is the molar mass of solute ␤ and c ␤ denotes the concentration of solute ␤ in mol per unit volume of fluid. q ␤ represents a source term, which can account for various interaction phenomena like ͑bio͒chemical reactions or adsorption to the solid matrix. In general q ␤ can be a nonlinear function of the concentrations of all other solute species i, therefore coupling Eq. ͑6͒ for different solutes. Equation ͑6͒ assumes that the whole fluid space is accessible for a solute ␤, which may not be the case for large molecules due to pore size restrictions ͓51,52͔.
The total mass balance of the mixture follows from the summation of the mass balances for the fluid and solid Eq. ͑5͒ and the saturation condition n s ϩn f ϭ1. The volume contribution of the solutes is assumed negligible and the fluid and solid phases are assumed to be intrinsically incompressible, i.e.
␣ is constant:
The solute mass balance Eq. ͑6͒ is now rewritten with the solid matrix as reference. Fϭٌ ជ 0 x ជ s is introduced to denote the deformation gradient tensor with respect to the initial configuration of the solid phase. Using the determinant of the deformation tensor J ϭdet(F), which is the ratio between the current and initial volume, volume fractions per unit initial volume can be defined ͓49͔:
Making use of
the mass balance for the solutes Eq. ͑6͒ can be written as ͓49͔:
where the constant molar mass M ␤ has been left out.
Constitutive Equations
For the effective stress tensor in Eq. ͑4͒ a compressible hyperelastic neo-Hookean relation is used, assuming no intrinsic viscoelasticity of the solid material.
where is the bulk modulus and G the shear modulus. The fluid velocity relative to the solid matrix in Eq. ͑7͒ is given by a standard Darcy law.
with the permeability tensor K defined as Eq. ͑13͒ ͓47,49͔. We restrict ourselves to isotropic permeability:
Here C F is the constant friction coefficient between the solid and fluid phase and n f the current fluid volume fraction which is related to the initial fluid volume fraction n 0 f as follows:
Depending on the scaffold behavior exponential expressions for K in Eq. ͑12͒ can be employed, as are commonly used for cartilage ͓47͔. Presently we do not assume such behavior. The solute velocity with respect to the fluid is assumed to follow Fick's law for simple diffusion. Using Darcy's law Eq. ͑12͒ the relative solute velocity with respect to the solid matrix in Eq. ͑10͒ is given by:
where D is the diffusion tensor. In addition to pure molecular diffusion D can be extended by a mechanical dispersion term, which is a function of the relative fluid velocity. Note that Eq. ͑16͒ neglects the influence of matrix friction in restricting the convective and diffusive transport of large solutes ͓51͔.
The structure of the source term q ␤ in Eq. ͑10͒ depends entirely on the problem under consideration, see section ''Model Application.''
Finite-Element Formulation
The biphasic mixture is described by the following set of coupled equations, Eqs. ͑4͒, ͑12͒, ͑7͒:
in which the specific discharge, or apparent fluid flux,
Ϫv ជ s ) has been introduced. Several finite element formulations can be employed for solving this system in finite deformation as reviewed by Almeida ͓47͔. We have adopted a u-v-p formulation as proposed by Levenston ͓53͔, considering the solid displacement, specific discharge and hydrostatic pressure as unknowns. The often used u-p formulation is computationally efficient ͓54͔, however the approximation of the fluid velocity field is poor, i.e., generally two orders lower then the displacement approximation and results in a fluid flux field that is discontinuous at the element boundaries. The u-v-p formulation computes the specific fluid velocity field simultaneously resulting in inter-element fluid fluxes which are continuous. Furthermore, the mass balance of the mixture is satisfied on a per element basis ͓48,55͔.
Briefly, Eqs. ͑17͒-͑19͒ are put in the weak form. The momentum balance and Darcy's law are integrated by parts and Gauss' theorem is applied. An updated Lagrange approach is followed. The mass balance is discretized in time by means of a CrankNicolson scheme. As the resulting system of equations is nonlinear with respect to the unknown position field x ជ a Newton iteration procedure is employed. For simplicity and assembly speed terms arising from the linearization of the gradient operator and volume ratio J are only considered for the balance of momentum.
The finite element formulation for the advection-diffusion problem for solute transport can be derived in a similar way. Substitution of Fick's law Eq. ͑16͒ in the solute mass balance Eq. ͑10͒ gives:
The source term q ␤ has been omitted since this term will be included using operator splitting. v ជ denotes again the specific discharge, which is computed in the biphasic finite element part, see Eq. ͑18͒. Equation ͑20͒ is written in the weak form, integrating over the domain ⍀ and partial integration and Gauss' theorem are applied. After time discretization by means of a Crank-Nicolson scheme and spatial discretization per element, the system of equations in matrix form becomes:
where
Matrix N > contains the shape or weighting functions, matrix B គ contains the spatial derivatives of the shape functions in the appropriate order and ϭ0.5. F គ ⌬ is the incremental deformation tensor and J ⌬ ϭdet(F គ ⌬ ).
Numerical Implementation
The biphasic finite-element formulation is implemented in the SEPRAN finite-element package ͓56͔. A 2-D 9-node quadrilateral plane strain element with quadratic interpolation functions for the displacements and fluid velocity is used, yielding two unknowns in every node for both displacements and fluid velocity. The pressure interpolation functions are linear and discontinuous per element, with one pressure unknown and two pressure derivatives defined in the center node. The solute transport Eq. ͑21͒ is implemented using the input features of a standard advection-diffusion element for compressible flows, the same 9-node element shape is employed.
The biokinetic source term in Eq. ͑6͒ is implemented using an operator splitting technique, decoupling the computation of transport and source term. The second-order accurate Strang operator splitting scheme is used ͓57-60͔. The procedure consists of three parts, defined as follows: First, the coupled system of nonlinear biokinetic ordinary differential equations ͑ODE's͒ is solved per node for all species simultaneously, using a Crank-Nicolson scheme and Newton iteration, integrating over half a time step. In the second part, integration takes place over a full time step. The nonlinear biphasic system is solved once, after which the decoupled linear transport partial differential equations ͑PDE's͒ are solved per species separately. The third part is again equal to the first part.
The biokinetic part also describes the evolution of non-mobile species such as fixed cells or solutes adsorbed to the solid matrix. Concentrations defined per unit volume of mixture are corrected for changes in mixture volume. The biphase finite-element method has been validated for the case of 1-D confined consolidation. For small deformations, the pressure response showed excellent agreement with the analytical solution. The operator splitting scheme has been validated for the case of diffusion in combination with a constant source term, without any deformation. Long-term results were found to match the steady state analytical solution.
Model Application
As stated in the introduction, we will apply the model to investigate the effect of cyclic compression on the distribution and loss of newly synthesized matrix macromolecules during the early stage of culture of a tissue engineered cartilage construct. Throughout this study, we assume that the cell-scaffold system has enough mechanical integrity to withstand loading. The first case we consider is solute desorption without any cell activity during unconfined compression. We consider a 2-D plane strain problem, in which the construct size is 1 mm by 3 mm, see Fig.  2a . We assume no friction between the construct and the loading platens, since a detailed deformation field is not the primary objective of the present study and we want to provide a clear, 1-D, picture of solute transport.
Only half the scaffold needs to be modeled because of symmetry, see Fig. 2b . At the loading platens and the central edge zero flux boundary conditions are applied. At the peripheral edge, zero pressure is prescribed. The culture medium is assumed to be well mixed and continuously refreshed, therefore essential boundary conditions can be prescribed for the solute concentrations at the construct's peripheral edge. Horizontal displacement is restricted for the central edge and vertical displacement for the lower loading platen. A cyclic vertical displacement is applied to the upper loading platen, resulting in a sinusoidal strain between 0% and 15%. It is assumed that the, possibly prestressed, construct remains in contact with the loading platens at all times. The following frequencies are applied: 0.001 Hz, 0.01 Hz, 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz. Also the case without loading is evaluated. The initial concentration is normalized to 1 and the evolution of the concentration is followed for a total time period of 4,000 s.
Away from the construct edge cyclic fluid flow will only result in a net solute flux when mixing occurs. This is only the case for a nonuniform microscopic solute velocity distribution. Since computation of the velocity field produces only an averaged velocity, extra assumptions are necessary to describe transport phenomena due to cyclic fluid flow. Therefore a dispersion coefficient is introduced in Eq. ͑16͒. For isotropic diffusion and since the fluid flux in the present problem is 1-D, D in Eq. ͑16͒ is given by ͓55͔:
where D m is the molecular diffusion coefficient and ͉v ជ ͉ is the absolute value of the apparent fluid flux v ជ . D d is the longitudinal dispersion coefficient, which is a measure of the solute spreading due to microscopic fluid velocity variations. D d has dimension length and should be of similar order of magnitude as the pore size. As a representative value for the diffusion coefficient D m of a matrix molecule we use the value for chondroitin sulfate in Ϫ6 mm to 1ϫ10 Ϫ1 mm. Also the case without dispersion is considered.
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The fluid volume fraction is set to n f ϭ0.9 based on the composition of a 4 day old tissue engineered cartilage construct ͓62͔. This is a maximum value as no trapped water, for example in cells, has been taken into account. The mechanical material properties are based on the order of magnitude of the equilibrium modulus and permeability found in confined compression for three day-old tissue engineered cartilage constructs ͓6͔. A Poisson's ratio ϭ0.1 is used in the light of the values 0.09 and 0.11 reported for fetal and calf cartilage ͓63͔. The resulting bulk modulus ϭ8.1 kPa, the shear modulus Gϭ8.9 kPa and the friction coefficient C F ϭ8.1ϫ10 12 N s m Ϫ4 , see Eq. ͑11,13͒. Based on a fine initial mesh, the maximum local fluid velocity has been computed for the different frequencies, similar to Fig. 3 . This velocity is used to select an element distribution that can be used for all frequencies under consideration, keeping the local element Peclet number Peϭ͉v ជ ͉h/n f D m , where h is the element size, lower than 2, see Fig. 2b . The time steps dt for the different frequencies have been selected to keep the maximum Courant number Coϭ͉v ជ ͉dt/n f h lower than 1: dtϭ10 s for 0.001 Hz, dt ϭ2 s for 0.01 Hz, dtϭ1 s for 0.1 Hz and dtϭ0.1 s for 1 Hz. dt ϭ10 s is used for the non-loaded case. The time step is always larger than the minimum time step required for the biphasic mechanics ͓48,54͔.
In the second case, the problem is extended, taking into account matrix molecule synthesis. We distinguish three limiting cases: matrix synthesis limited by a small solute, matrix synthesis limited by a large solute and matrix synthesis independent of solute transport. A simple proportional relation for matrix molecule synthesis is employed:
Here, q p is the matrix molecule synthesis rate, which is the source term in the transport equation Eq. ͑6͒. k p is the synthesis rate constant, c s is the concentration of the limiting solute and cell is the cell concentration. For the case in which matrix synthesis is independent of solute transport, c s is left out of Eq. ͑24͒. The concentration profile of the limiting solute is determined by diffusion and uptake. Michaelis-Menten kinetics are used for modeling uptake, which is taken to be independent of the synthesis rate:
q s is the source term for solute uptake in Eq. ͑6͒. k max is the maximum uptake rate and C m the half maximum rate concentration. The cell concentration in the undeformed construct is assumed uniform. Since only relative changes are presently of interest, the values for the external solute concentration and cell concentration are chosen arbitrarily at 1 mol mm Ϫ3 and 1 cell mm
Ϫ3
, respectively. The diffusion coefficient D m for the small solute is set to 1 ϫ10 Ϫ5 cm 2 s Ϫ1 , the value for glucose in solution at 37°C ͓64͔. Based on the assumption of a limited solute we chose the solute uptake time scale 10 times the diffusion time scale, which yields a k max of 4ϫ10 Ϫ3 mol cell Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 . C m is set to 0.1 mol mm Ϫ3 in order for the solute uptake rate to approach zero for low concentrations. Figure 5a shows . These values produce exactly the same steady-state concentration profile as for the small solute, see Fig. 5a .
For the case independent of solute transport, the matrix molecule production rate k p is set to 7.66ϫ10 Ϫ6 mol cell Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 to produce a total matrix molecule content of 1 mol after 87,000 s. For both the cases dependent on solute concentration, k p is set to 3.99ϫ10
Ϫ5 mm 3 cell Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 , to produce the same 1 mol after 87,000 s based on the steady-state solute concentration profile. 
Results
For the first problem the maximum fluid velocities during the last cycle are shown in Fig. 3 . Low frequencies produce low velocities and a large fluid flow penetration depth, while for high frequencies the fluid velocity is much higher, however located only in a small peripheral zone. Figure 4a shows the solute concentration profiles after 4,000 s and Fig. 4b shows For the second problem Fig. 5a shows the steady state concentration profiles for both the small and large limiting solute, which are the same for the case without loading. In Fig. 5b , the concentration profiles of the large solute are shown after 87,000 s for different loading and dispersion conditions. For high dispersion parameters, D d ϭ0.1 mm transport into the construct is significantly enhanced by cyclic loading. In correspondence with the fluid velocity profiles in Fig. 3 , the solute penetration depth is largest for 0.001 Hz, while for 0.1 Hz solute concentrations are higher in the periphery. Concentration profiles for the small limiting solute are hardly affected by different dispersion parameters and loading conditions.
In Fig. 6a-6c the matrix molecule profiles are given at 87,000 s for the three limiting cases. In the case where matrix molecule synthesis is independent of solute transport, Fig. 6a shows that without dispersion concentrations are higher in the loaded situations due to consolidation, while for high dispersion D ϭ0.1 mm increased loss occurs. In Fig. 6b , it can be observed that for the case of a small limiting solute increased loss of matrix molecules dominates for high dispersion, while for the case of a large solute the increased production due to enhanced transport of the limiting solute dominates, see Fig. 6c .
To provide a clear overview, Figs. 7a-7c show the results for all loading cases and dispersion parameters considered. The white bar is the total amount of matrix molecule produced. The black bar represents the amount of matrix molecule retained in the construct.
Discussion
A model for the influence of mechanically induced fluid flow on the transport and distribution of macromolecules such as newly synthesized matrix components, important for tissue function, was studied. The model consists of a biphasic mechanical description of the tissue-engineered construct. The resulting fluid velocity field is used for evaluating solute transport. Solute concentrations determine biosynthetic behavior.
Plane strain unconfined compression of a tissue engineered construct was considered, although an axisymmetric configuration may be more appropriate for most current tissue engineering model systems. A physiologically relevant strain of 15% at frequencies ranging from 0.001 Hz to 1 Hz was applied, ͓27,65͔. The frequency dependency of the fluid velocity profile found in Fig. 3 was consistent with the numerical results of Suh ͓66,67͔.
The first case investigated was redistribution and desorption of an initially uniform macromolecule concentration with and without cyclic compression. After an initial time phase of solute expression due to deformation and consolidation, the total solute content decreased at approximately the same rate as for simple diffusion for all frequencies, see Fig. 4b , indicating a simple shift in the diffusion process from a constantly refreshed zone. Within the short time span of the first study, 4,000 s, effects of augmented transport by cyclic fluid flow were only observed for relatively high dispersion parameters. A mixing length of D d ϭ0.1 mm will only be realistic for highly porous constructs with large pores in the same order of magnitude. The effect of enhanced transport was largest for frequencies of 0.01 and 0.1 Hz, which combine an averaged fluid flow penetration depth and fluid velocity, see Fig.  3 . In an experimental desorption study, the concentration profile of 3kDa dextran showed a concave shape qualitatively similar to those in Fig. 4e for the case of natural cartilage after one hour of unconfined compression at a loading frequency of 0.001 Hz. In that study, it was also shown that the same concave shape could be modeled using a position dependent diffusion parameter ͓68͔.
In the second problem, a time period of 87,000 s was considered and the model was extended with biosynthesis. Three cases were distinguished: Synthesis dependent on a limited small solute, synthesis dependent on a limited large solute and synthesis independent of solute transport. As expected, transport of small solutes was not significantly affected by cyclic loading while transport of large molecules was enhanced when dispersion was taken into account, see Fig. 5b . These results are in agreement with literature: For natural cartilage in unconfined compression, it was reported that a cyclic load at 1 Hz increased the desorption rate of serum albumin by 30%-100%, while smaller molecules like urea and NaI were not affected ͓21͔. Figure 5b shows that for the case of large solutes low frequencies yielded a large solute penetration depth, while for higher frequencies the solute concentration was higher in the periphery. The integrated effect of cyclic loading on total synthesis in Fig. 7 shows the different sensitivity to loading that can be expected for the cases of limiting large and small solutes.
In a dynamic confined compression study of three-week polyglycolic acid ͑PGA͒ constructs at 0.001 Hz and 0.1 Hz, the increase in protein and GAG synthesis was of similar order of magnitude as the 60% reported here for the case of large molecules and D d ϭ0.1 mm ͓65͔. In another study, it was found that unconfined dynamic compression of chondrocytes in agarose yielded only a small increase in synthesis at early times, while at later times the effect of loading was increased. Based on these results among others it was concluded that flow induced streaming potentials associated with the presence of more extra cellular matrix at later times may be more important than augmented solute transport ͓25͔. Whether solute transport will be a limiting factor in a particular tissue engineering application will depend on cell activity and the cell concentrations used. The cases investigated in the present study served the purpose of demonstrating the influence of mechanically induced convection on the transport of solutes that have been assumed limited a priori and cannot be expected to give a complete representation of actual cell behavior. We have adopted only a basic, abstract, description of cell behavior. Michaelis-Menten kinetics were used for modeling solute uptake, as reported for oxygen uptake in mini-pig articular cartilage ͓28͔, chick growthplate ͓33͔ and bovine intervertebral disk ͓69͔. Although in reality especially growth factor utilization may be much more complicated, we have employed this type of relation for both small and large solutes ͓22͔. The relation for matrix component synthesis used was simply proportional in the limiting solute as in the model employed by Obradovic ͓32͔, although we did not include the effect of product inhibition since it does not become relevant at the early times considered in the present study. Since we primarily focused on transport, we did not assume a direct stimulation of cell biosynthesis by mechanical quantities such as strain and local fluid velocity ͓27͔. We also did not include the adaptation of material properties such as permeability and stiffness as a consequence of matrix deposition. However, models for these processes can be included in a straightforward manner.
The percentage of synthesized matrix components that is retained in the construct is relatively low compared to literature, 20% is retained for homogeneous production and even less for inhomogeneous production, see Fig. 7 . During a six week culture period 42% of the synthesized GAG has been retained for the static case and 25-29% for various mixing conditions ͓10͔. Figure  7a shows that cyclic deformation resulted in a slightly lower percentage of matrix molecules retained. Experimentally, the percentage retention was only affected significantly by cyclic loading at a high offset strain of 50% for three-week constructs in confined compression at 0.001 Hz and 0.1 Hz ͓65͔. Even for the cases of inhomogeneous production the matrix component profiles in Fig.  6b -c do not show a dip in the center as experimentally found for GAG in six-week-old constructs ͓70͔. The reason behind this as well as behind the low retention fraction is the value for the diffusion coefficient used for the matrix components D CS ϭ4 ϫ10 Ϫ7 cm 2 s Ϫ1 , while aggregation of GAG's over longer culture periods will result in proteoglycan aggregates which can have a much lower diffusion coefficient of order 10 Ϫ9 cm 2 s Ϫ1 ͓61͔. Another reason for the relatively fast transport of matrix components is that Eq. ͑16͒ assumes that the whole fluid phase is accessible for the solute and neglects the influence of matrix friction in restricting the convective and diffusive transport of large solutes ͓51͔. In a typical highly porous PGA scaffold inter fiber spacing is in the order of tenths of micrometers ͓2͔. For 2% agarose the averaged pore size has been determined between 124 -206 nm, while the hydrodynamic radius of a large molecule like bovine serum albumin 68 kDa is in the order of 3-4 nm ͓51͔. However, as tissue formation continues this space is filled with extra cellular matrix. In natural cartilage, the partition coefficients and diffusivity of 3 and 40 kDa dextran have been shown to be significantly reduced by compression ͓52͔. To account for some of these matrix related effects, the use of an effective fluid volume fraction and the introduction of a friction factor in Eq. ͑16͒ may be considered.
A finite deformation biphasic u-v-p formulation has been implemented in order to produce an accurate specific fluid velocity field, in spite of higher computational costs compared to other ͑u-p͒ formulations. As a first approximation osmotic and electric effects are not taken into account, based on the assumption that there is no electrical charge and solute concentrations are low. This assumption can prove invalid for charged hydrogels like alginate, or constructs in a later development stage when large quantities of proteoglycans have accumulated, since it is well known that the osmotic pressure caused by the highly charged proteoglycans has a major contribution to the mechanical properties of mature cartilage ͓48͔. Although commonly applied for modeling cartilage, a biphasic model may thus be inappropriate for describing the process of tissue formation and a multiphase modeling approach that accounts for phenomena like swelling and ͑electro͒-osmosis may be required ͓48 -50,71͔. Including osmosis implies that solute transport and mechanics are no longer decoupled, it will be necessary to include the total operator splitting scheme ͑solute transport and solute source term͒ in the iterative mechanical loop.
Strang operator splitting is used to solve the nonlinear biokinetic source terms in the solute transport equations separately. This renders the transport equations linear and adds to flexibility by decoupling transport of different solutes which can thus be solved separately. Although splitting will inevitably lead to loss of accuracy compared to the fully coupled case, numerical tests indicate that this error is negligible for time steps that are small with respect to both the time scale of transport and the time scale of consumption. Although in literature more elaborate iterative splitting schemes have been used, Strang-splitting has been found competitive in the trade-off between computational time and accuracy ͓72,73͔.
Summarizing, numerical models can help to clarify experimental observations and provide a higher level of control over the development of tissue-engineered constructs during bioreactor culture. Apart from biochemical factors it is generally believed that some sort of mechanical conditioning may be important to obtain neotissue that can withstand or adapt to in vivo conditions post implantation. Based on the high level of coupling between mechanical and nonmechanical factors that influence cell behavior it has been argued that an integrated approach is necessary for modeling the development of functional tissue engineered constructs during bioreactor cultivation. For this purpose, a modeling framework has been proposed that enables an integrated study of combined effects between mechanical loading and the transport of bio-chemical important solutes and their influence on cell behavior. Despite their large potential contribution, numerical models involving cell behavior will only be useful when properly validated. This requires a large amount of systematic experimental data with respect to the same reference system. Focusing not only on trends or extremes in cell behavior, but providing complete quantitative relations of cell growth and biosynthesis as a function of different concentrations of solutes, cells and matrix and local mechanical quantities. In determining such relations use of thin scaffolds or small beads is advantageous since cell behavior can be regarded as uniform without further assumptions, while providing a 3-D structure which is necessary for conservation of phenotype.
